
The new Volkswagen based Richard Holdsworth Vision really is a most 
astonishing motor caravan. 
In a vehicle just 15ft long and 6ft 1 in wide - and some 18 inches lower than 
almost any coachbuilt - the Vision has a rear-end kitchen that would grace 
many a home, a separate toilet compartment of really usable proportions, 
a spacious 'L ' shaped dinette and a choice of single or double beds. 
For sheer interior space and outstanding features in relationship to exterior 
size, the Vision takes some beating. 
Obviously, Richard Holdsworth desginers cannot make the Volkswagen interior 
any larger than it is - but two clever ploys have maximised the capacity of this 
the most popular motor caravan base vehicle of all time. 
First of all, by selecting Volkswagen's own high top with the roof strengthening 
bows re-positioned around the roof top, Richard Holdsworth has provided 
standing room where no standing room existed before. 
Secondly, Richard Holdsworth designers have used a simple room divider 
to create the two-room system normally seen in much bigger high tops or 
coachbuilt motor caravans. 
This clever fold-away room divider partitions off part of the vehicle when 
a toilet compartment is required and folds away when not. 
And it means a toilet compartment of a size that really can be used - some 
44 inches long and 22 inches wide - measured even by American motorhome 
standards and it's big. 

Rear End Kitchen 
With all the extra space that Volkswagen's own high top generates our 
designers really excelled when it came to creating your kitchen. The heart 
of the unit is the latest enamel cooker, sink and drainer unit that simply needs 
a wipe clean to come up looking like new time and time again. 
We've fitted the large Electrolux caravan refrigerator powered by 220 volt 
electrical supply when on site, by vehicle electrics when on the move and by 
bottled gas when camping 'in the wild'. 
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(While on the subject of electrics, the Vision is equipped with a sophisticated 
control system incorporating a second battery, split charger and mains input. 
There is a battery condition meter and low warning light for the under-floor 
fresh water tank.) 

Dining/Sleeping 
The Vision has a choice between comfortable double or single main beds -
and if you want a fourth berth, a 6ft double is available as an optional extra 
within the high top. 
But the Vision's real versatility comes from the marvellous way in which the 
sleeping/dining/seating arrangements work. 
Take a typical day, for example. At the start you will probably leave the rear seat 

in the spacious and comfortable 'L' shaped configuration. When you're on the 
move, a few simple movements gives you four comfortable face-forwards 
seats. 
In the evening you may wish to entertain friends - recline one cab seat and 
swivel the other to match up with the 'L' shaped dinette - the space is 
enormous. Just look at the pictures. 
At night, of course, the single or double beds come into play and in the 
morning, you're back in the L' shaped dinette for breakfast. 
The Vision has one further trick up its sleeve - the part of the 'L ' shaped dinette 
nearest the door lifts out altogether to provide a generous amount of free floor 
area for carrying goods. 
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Vision 
External Dimensions 
Length 15'0" (4.57m) 
Width 6'1" (1.84m) 
Height 8'0" (2.44m) 
Bed Sizes 
Singles 6'3" x 2'0" (max) or Double 6'3" x 4'6" (max) 
Optional cab bunk 4'8" x 2'2" 
Optional roof bed 6'0" x 3'10" 

KEY 
A Swivel Cab Seat 
B Table 
C Cooker 
D Sink 

E Storage 
Q Wardbrobe 
H Flexi-Seat 
K Roof Cabinets 

M Drainer 
N Large Fridge 
O Toilet 
P Folding Door 
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